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In two dimensions, the laws of physics permit existence of anyons, particles with fractional 
statistics which is neither Fermi nor Bose. That is, upon exchange of two such particles, the 
quantum state of a system acquires a phase which is neither 0 nor π , but can be any value. The 
elementary excitations (Laughlin quasiparticles) of a fractional quantum Hall fluid have 
fractional electric charge and are expected to obey fractional statistics. In this paper we report 
experimental realization of a novel Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer, where quasiparticles of 
the 1/3 fluid execute a closed path around an island of the 2/5 fluid and thus acquire statistical 
phase. Interference fringes are observed as conductance oscillations as a function of magnetic 
flux, similar to the Aharonov-Bohm effect. We observe the interference shift by one fringe upon 
introduction of five magnetic flux quanta ( eh /5 ) into the island. The corresponding e2  charge 
period is confirmed directly in calibrated gate experiments. These results constitute direct 
observation of fractional statistics of Laughlin quasiparticles. 
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I. Introduction 
It has been long understood theoretically that in two spatial dimensions the laws of physics do 
not prohibit existence of particles with fractional exchange statistics, dubbed anyons.1,2  This is 
because in two dimensions (2D) a closed loop executed by a particle around another particle is 
topologically distinct from a loop which encloses no particles, unlike the three dimensional case. 
The particles are said to have statistics Θ  if upon exchange the two-particle wave function 
acquires a phase factor of )exp( Θπi , and, upon a closed loop, a factor of )2exp( Θπi . An 
exchange of two particles is equivalent to one particle executing a half loop around the other, so 
that a closed loop is equivalent to exchange squared. The integer values jB 2=Θ  and 
12 +=Θ jF , where …,2,1,0 ±±=j , describe the familiar boson and fermion exchange 
statistics: 1)1()2exp( 2 +=−= jji π  and 1)1()]12(exp[ 12 −=−=+ +jjiπ , respectively. Upon 
execution of a closed loop both bosons and fermions produce a phase factor of 1+ , which is 
unobservable, so usually the statistical contribution can be safely neglected when describing an 
interference experiment, such as the Aharonov-Bohm effect.3 
 The fundamental “elementary” particles exist in three spatial dimensions, and thus all have 
either bosonic or fermionic integer statistics. Any particles having a fractional statistics must be 
elementary collective excitations of a nontrivial system of many integer statistics particles 
confined to move in 2D. Thinking in terms of a few of such weakly-interacting, fractional 
effective particles instead of in terms of very complex collective motions of all the underlying 
strongly-interacting, integer statistics particles greatly simplifies description of relevant physics.  
In particular, the elementary charged excitations (Laughlin quasiparticles4) of a fractional 
quantum Hall (FQH) electron fluid5,4 have a fractional electric charge4,6 and therefore are 
expected to obey fractional statistics.7,8 
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 Arovas, Schrieffer and Wilczek8 have used the adiabatic theorem to calculate the Berry 
phase9 γ of a charge 3/e  Laughlin quasiparticle at position ℜ  encircling a closed path 
C containing another 3/e  quasiparticle at 'ℜ  in the filling 3/1=f  FQH condensate: 
 ∫ ℜℜΨ∂ℜ∂ℜℜΨℜ= C di )',()',(γ  ,           (1) 
where Ψ  is the many-electron Laughlin wave function.4 They found the difference,  
 3/42 3/1 ππγ =Θ=∆ ,               (2) 
identified as the statistical contribution, between an “empty” loop and a loop containing another 
quasiparticle. It is possible to assign definite fractional statistics (mod 1) to quasiparticles of 
certain simple FQH fluids based only on the knowledge of their charge.10 For example, for the 
one electron layer FQH fluids corresponding to the main composite fermion sequence11,12 
)12/( += pjpf , with p  and j  positive integers, the charge )12/( += jpeq  quasiparticle 
statistics is expected to be 
 )12/(2)12/( +=Θ + jpjjpp  (mod 1).            (3) 
 It is instructive to consider a simple example. A quantum antidot electrometer has been used 
in the direct observation of the charge 3/e  and 5/e  quasiparticles,6,13,14 subsequently confirmed 
in shot noise measurements.15,16 A quantum antidot is a potential hill lithographically defined in 
a 2D electron layer in the quantum Hall regime. The wave functions of a charge q  particle 
encircling the antidot are quantized by the Aharonov-Bohm condition (explicitly including the 
statistical contribution): 
  mNqm ππγ 22 =Θ+Φ= =  ,             (4) 
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where m  is an integer, Φ  is the enclosed flux and N  is the number of antidot-bound quasiholes 
being encircled.17 When the chemical potential µ  moves between two successive quasiparticle 
states, the change in the phase of the wave function is π2 : 
 ππγγγ 221 ±=∆Θ+∆Φ=−≡∆ + N
q
mm = .          (5) 
When occupation of the antidot changes by one 3/e  quasiparticle, 1=∆N , the experiments6,14 
give eh /=∆Φ , so that ππγ 2)/(2 3/1 =Θ+=∆ eq only if quasiparticles have a fractional 
3/23/1 =Θ .  
 This experiment, however, is not entirely satisfactory as a direct demonstration of the 
fractional statistics of Laughlin quasiparticles because in a quantum antidot the tunneling 
quasiparticle encircles electron vacuum. Thus, the most important ingredient, the experimental 
fact that in quantum antidots the period eh /=∆Φ , and not qh /=∆Φ , even for fractionally 
charged particles, is ensured by the gauge invariance argument of the Byers-Yang theorem.18 
Several theoretical studies pointed out that fractional statistics of Laughlin quasiparticles can be 
observed experimentally in variations of the Aharonov-Bohm effect,19-21 but the experimental 
evidence has been lacking. 
 Our present experiment utilizes a novel Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer, where a 
quasiparticle with charge 3/e  of the 3/1=f  FQH fluid executes a closed path around an island 
of the 5/2=f  fluid, see Figure 1. The interference fringes are observed as peaks in conductance 
as a function of the magnetic flux through the 5/2=f  island, in a kind of the Aharonov-Bohm 
effect. We observe the Aharonov-Bohm period of five magnetic flux quanta through the 5/2=f  
island, i.e. eh /5=∆Φ , corresponding to excitation of ten 5/eq =  quasiparticles of the 5/2=f  
fluid. Such “superperiod” of ∆Φ > h/e has never been reported before. The corresponding 
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eeQ 2)5/(10 ==∆  charge period is directly confirmed in calibrated backgate experiments. 
These observations imply relative statistics of 15/13/1 5/2 −=Θ , when a charge 3/e  Laughlin 
quasiparticle encircles one 5/e quasiparticle of the 5/2=f  fluid. 
 
Fig. 1 (Color online) Conceptual schematic of the Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer. (a) A 
quantum Hall sample with two fillings: an island of 2/5 FQH fluid is surrounded by the 1/3 fluid. 
The current-carrying chiral edge channels (shown by arrowed magenta lines) follow 
equipotentials at the periphery of the  confined 2D electrons; tunneling paths are shown by dots. 
The orange circles are the Ohmic contacts used to inject current I  and to measure the resulting 
voltage V . The central island is encircled by two counterpropagating edge channels. The 
current-carrying 3/e  quasiparticles can tunnel between the outer and the inner 1/3 edges, dotted 
lines. When there is no tunneling, 0=V ; tunneling produces 0>V . The closed path of the inner 
1/3 edge channel gives rise to Aharonov-Bohm-like oscillations in conductance as a function of 
the enclosed flux Φ . No current flows through the 2/5 island, but any 5/e  quasiparticles affect 
the Berry phase of the encircling 3/e  quasiparticles through a statistical interaction, thus 
changing the interference pattern. (b) FQH liquids can be understood via composite fermion 
representation. A composite fermion energy profile of the interferometer shows the three lowest 
“Landau levels” separated by FQH energy gaps. Several 3/e  and 5/e  quasiparticles are shown 
as composite fermions in otherwise empty “Landau levels”. 
 
II. Experimental technique 
The quantum electron interferometer samples were fabricated from a low disorder GaAs/AlGaAs 
heterojunction material where 2D electrons (285 nm below the surface) are prepared by exposure 
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to red light at 4.2 K. The four independently-contacted front gates were defined by electron beam 
lithography on a pre-etched mesa with Ohmic contacts. After a shallow 140 nm wet chemical 
etching, Au/Ti gate metal was deposited in etch trenches, followed by lift-off, see Figure 2(a, b). 
Samples were mounted on sapphire substrates with In metal, which serves as a global backgate. 
Samples were cooled to 10.2 mK in the mixing chamber tail of a top-loading into mixture 3He-
4He dilution refrigerator. Four-terminal resistance XXXX IVR /≡  was measured by passing a 100 
pA, 5.4 Hz ac current through contacts 1 and 4, and detecting the voltage between contacts 2 and 
3 by a lock-in-phase technique. An extensive cold filtering cuts the integrated electromagnetic 
“noise” environment incident on the sample to ~5×10−17 W, which allows us to achieve a record 
low electron temperature of 18 mK in a mesoscopic sample.22 
 
Fig. 2 (Color online) The Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer samples. (a) and (b) are atomic 
force and scanning electron micrographs of a typical device. Four Au/Ti front gates in shallow 
etch trenches define the central island of 2D electrons of lithographic radius 050,1≈R  nm. The 
2D electrons are completely depleted under the etched trenches; the front gates are used for fine-
tuning the two wide constrictions. The chiral edge channels (blue) follow equipotentials at the 
periphery of the undepleted 2D electrons; tunneling paths are shown by dots. Four Ohmic 
contacts are shown schematically by the numbered circles, 4132 / −−≡ IVRXX . The backgate (not 
shown) extends over the entire sample on the opposite side of the insulating GaAs substrate. 
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 The four front gates are deposited into etch trenches. In this work, the voltages applied to the 
four front gates FGV  (with respect to the 2D electron layer) are small, and are used to fine tune 
for the symmetry of the two constrictions. Even when front gate voltages 0=FGV , the GaAs 
surface depletion potential of the etch trenches defines two wide constrictions, which separate an 
approximately circular 2D electron island with lithographic radius 050,1≈R  nm from the 2D 
“bulk”. The electron density profile )(rn  in a circular island resulting from the etch trench 
depletion can be evaluated following the model of Gelfand & Halperin,23 see Figure 3. For the 
2D bulk electron density 11102.1 ×=Bn  cm
−2, there are ~2,000 electrons in the island. Under 
such conditions ( 0≈FGV ), the depletion potential has a saddle point in the constriction region, 
and so has the resulting electron density profile. From the magnetotransport measurements (see 
below) we estimate the saddle point density value BC nn 75.0≈ , which varies somewhat due to 
the self-consistent electrostatics of the 2D electrons in presence of a quantizing magnetic field. 
Note that the island center density is slightly (several per cent) lower than the 2D bulk density. 
 
Fig. 3 (Color online) The electron density n , normalized to the 2D density, as a function of 
radius r in an electron island defined by an etched annulus of inner radius 050,1≈R  nm. The 
calculation follows model of Ref. 23. 250=W  nm is the depletion length parameter obtained in 
the same calculation. The blue circle gives the radius of the outer edge ring, 685≈Outr  nm, 
obtained from the Aharonov-Bohm period data for 1=Bf  and 2, shown in Figure 6. The 
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magenta circle gives the radius of the inner edge ring, 570≈Inr  nm for 5/2=Bf  from the data 
of Figs. 9 and 10, taking the same Outr  for 3/1=Cf , and the ratio of densities 
20.1)3/1/()5/2()(/)( ==OutIn rnrn .  
 
III. Integer QH regime 
Here the relevant quasiparticles are electrons of charge e  and integer statistics, therefore, we can 
obtain an absolute calibration of the ring area and the backgate action of the interferometer 
device. Figure 4 shows the directly measured four-terminal XXR  as a function of applied normal 
magnetic field B . The local Landau level filling factor eBhn /≡ν  is proportional to )(rn , and 
the electron density in the constrictions BC nn < . Consequently the constriction Cν  is lower than 
the bulk Bν  by some 20 to 30% in a given B . While Brn /)(∝ν  is a variable, the quantum Hall 
exact filling f , defined as the inverse of value of the quantized Hall resistance XYR  in units of 
2/ eh  (that is, XYRehf
2/≡ ), is a quantum number. The 2D electron system on a quantum Hall 
plateau f  opens an energy gap. Variation of B  from the exact f=ν  is accommodated by 
creation of quasiparticles ( f>ν ) or quasiholes ( f<ν ). Note that the 2D electronic charge 
en−  is only redistributed: hBfe /)( ν−  is the charge density of the quasiparticles and hefB /−  
of the condensate, the total system (2D electrons and donors) remains neutral. Analogous 
considerations apply when a global back gate is biased at a fixed B . 
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Fig. 4 (Color online) Magnetoresistance of the quasiparticle interferometer sample at 
temperature 10.2 mK.  The horizontal arrows show approximate ranges of filling factor CC f=ν  
plateaus in the constrictions. Note the quantized plateaus 24/)( ehBRXX =  at ~3.7 Tesla ( 1=Cf , 
3/4=Bf ) and 
22/)( ehBRXX =  at ~12.4 Tesla ( 3/1=Cf , 5/2=Bf ). The overlap of the 1=Cf  
and 1=Bf  plateaus for 4.2 T 8.4<< B  T likewise results in 0)( =BRXX  in this range. The data 
were obtained with front gate voltage 0=FGV , the front gates were not tuned for symmetry. The 
fine structure is due to quantum interference effects; some peaks can be identified as due to 
impurity-assisted tunneling. 
 
 Thus there are two quantum Hall regimes possible: one when the whole sample has one and 
the same quantum Hall filling  f, and another when there are two quantum Hall fillings: Cf  in the 
constrictions, and Bf  in the center of the island and in the 2D bulk. For example, there is a range 
of B  such that both 1=Cf  and 1=Bf , as seen for 4.2 T 8.4<< B  T in Figure 4, illustrated 
schematically in Figure 5(a). The second possibility is illustrated in Figures 5(b,c). For example, 
1=Cf  and 3/4=Bf , resulting in a quantized value
24,25,6,14 of )/1/1)(/( 2 BCXX ffehR −= , is seen 
in the range 3.75 T 85.3<< B  T in Figure 4. However, 1=Cf , 2=Bf , which would require 
BC nn )2/1(≈ , is not possible in this sample. Thus an observation of a quantized plateau in 
)(BRXX  implies quantum Hall plateaus for both the constriction region and the bulk, and in 
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practice provides definitive values for both Cf and Bf , since the number of well-defined 
quantum Hall states Bf  observed in a given sample is usually rather finite. 
 
Fig. 5 (Color online) (a) Schematic of the sample when magnetic field is such that there is only 
one quantum Hall filling f  throughout the sample: Cf  in the constrictions is equal to Bf  in the 
2D bulk and in the island. The numbered rectangles are Ohmic contacts, FG are the front gates. 
The chiral edge channels follow equipotentials at the periphery of the undepleted 2D electrons; 
tunneling paths are shown by dots. A closed edge channel path gives rise to Aharonov-Bohm 
oscillations in the conductance. (b) A sample with two quantum Hall fillings exhibits quantized 
diagonal resistance )/1/1)(/( 2 BCXX ffehR −= , where 4132 / −−≡ IVRXX . Observation of a 
quantized plateau in )(BRXX  provides definitive values for both Cf and Bf . (c) Schematic of the 
sample when magnetic field is such that BC ff < . The sample exhibits a quantized )(BRXX  
plateau, and, upon fine tuning of front gates, exhibits Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in 
conductance as a function of the flux enclosed by the inner island edge ring. 
 
 In the integer quantum Hall regime we observe Aharonov-Bohm type conductance 
oscillations for BC ff =  = 1 and 2, see Figure 6. The oscillatory conductance variation 
2/ XYXX RRG δδ =  is obtained6,14 from the directly measured XXR  data after subtracting a smooth 
background. The Aharonov-Bohm ring is formed here by the edge channel circling the island, 
and includes two quantum tunneling links, see Figure 5(a). The 1=f  Aharonov-Bohm period 
81.21 ≈∆B  mT gives the area of the island “outer” edge ring 47.1/ 1 ≈∆= BehSOut  µm2, and the 
outer ring radius 685/ 1 ≈∆= BehrOut π  nm. The 2=f  period is very close: 85.22 2 ≈∆B  
mT, and gives the area 45.1≈OutS  µm2 and the radius 680≈Outr  nm. The 2=f  Aharonov-
Bohm period contains two conductance oscillations, OSB22 2∆=Φ∆ , because there are two 
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filled (spin-polarized) Landau levels, as reported previously for a constricted Coulomb island26 
and for a quantum antidot in the integer quantum Hall regime.27 
 
Fig. 6 (Color online) Interference of electrons in the outer ring of the device in the integer 
quantum Hall regime. Aharonov-Bohm type oscillations in conductance are observed when one 
( 1=f ) and two ( 2=f ) Landau levels are filled. The corresponding flux period eh /=Φ∆  
gives the outer ring radius 685≈Outr  nm.  
 
 In the integer quantum Hall regime, where elementary excitations are electrons in partially-
filled Landau levels, we calibrate the global backgate. Applying positive BGV  attracts electrons to 
the 2D layer, 1=BGV  V  increases Bn  by 
8104.2 ×≈Bnδ  cm−2. The ratio 3100.2/ −×≈BB nnδ  
is small since the backgate is separated from the 2D layer by a rather thick insulating GaAs 
substrate. Unlike the case of a quantum antidot,6,14 where the antidot is completely surrounded by 
a quantum Hall condensate, we do not expect the density in the interferometer island to increase 
by exactly the same amount as in the 2D bulk. Therefore we must calibrate the BGVdQd /  ratio, 
where Q  is the charge of electrons within the island edge ring. Figure 7 shows the conductance 
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oscillations observed as a function of BGV  in the integer QH regime, BC ff =  = 1 and 2. The 
period of these oscillations BGV∆  corresponds to change of  the number of electrons N  within 
the island edge ring by one. BGV∆  is expected to be the same for all spin-polarized integer 
quantum Hall states, provided the radius of the edge ring does not change; indeed, we obtain 
BGV∆  = 332 mV for 1=f  and 342 mV for 2=f . 
 
Fig. 7 (Color online) Interference of electrons in the outer ring of the device in the integer 
quantum Hall regime. Application of a positive back gate voltage BGV  attracts the 2D electrons 
one by one to the area of the outer ring, resulting in modulation of the interference amplitude. 
This calibrates the backgate voltage increment BGV∆  necessary to increase the charge contained 
within the ring by eQ =∆ . Note that  BGV∆  is independent of Landau level filling. 
 
IV. Fractional QH regime 
Setting the applied B  such that the 2D bulk is on the 5/2=Bf  FQH plateau, we focus on the 
situation when an 3/1=Cf  annulus surrounds an island of the 5/2=Bf  FQH fluid, shown 
schematically in Figures 1 and 5(c). We can be confident that an 3/1=Cf  region separates the 
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two 2D bulk 5/2=Bf  regions with Ohmic contacts because the diagonal resistance is quantized 
to )/)(2/1()2/51/3)(/( 22 ehehRXX =−= , see Figure 8.  Note that the )(BRXX  gross structure 
(the peaks between the FQH plateaus) comes from the 2D bulk, not from the island. The island 
center electron density is slightly (several percent, see Fig. 3) less than the 2D bulk density, thus, 
in a given applied magnetic field, the island center filling factor is several percent lower than the 
2D filling factor. 
 
Fig. 8 (Color online) A blow-up of the data of Figure 4. The horizontal arrows show approximate 
range of the 3/1=Cf  plateau in the constrictions. Note the quantized plateau 
2112 2/])5/2()3/1)[(/()( ehehBRXX =−=
−−  at ~12.35 Tesla ( 3/1=Cf , 5/2=Bf ). The data 
were obtained with 0=FGV , the front gates were not tuned for symmetry. The fine structure is 
due to quantum interference effects; some peaks can be identified as due to impurity-assisted 
tunneling. 
 
 Here, as in the integer regime, we also observe Aharonov-Bohm type conductance 
oscillations as a function of B , with period 1.20≈∆B  mT, see Figs. 9 and 10(a). The 
corresponding flux period is eh /5=Φ∆ . The oscillation period in this regime gives the inner 
edge ring area 03.1/5 ≈∆= BehSIn  µm2, and the inner ring radius 570/5 ≈∆= BehrIn π  nm. 
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Figure 10(b) shows the analogous conductance oscillations observed as a function of BGV , with 
period BGV∆  = 937 mV . The corresponding charge period is eQ 2=∆ .  
  
Fig. 9 (Color online) Aharonov-Bohm effect of the inner ring 3/e  Laughlin quasiparticles 
circling an island of the 5/2=f  FQH fluid. Magnetic flux through the island period of 
eh /5=Φ∆  corresponds to creation of ten 5/e  quasiparticles in the island (one fundamental 
flux quantum eh /  induces two quasiparticles in the 5/2=f  FQH fluid). The red arrow gives 
the magnetic field where the backgate data were taken, Fig. 10(b).  
 
 The experimental ratio 07.010.7/ 15/2 ±≈∆∆ BB  is consistent with formation of an 
570≈Inr  nm, 5/2=f  island surrounded by an 685≈Outr  nm, 3/1=f  ring. Figure 3 shows 
the 0=B  2D electron density )(rn  as a function of radius r in the island, calculated following 
Ref. 23. Since electrostatic energy of electrons in the confining potential is large, )(rn  is 
expected to follow closely even in quantizing B . The opening of the quantum Hall gaps in the 
island leads to formation of  the “compressible” and “incompressible” rings, with small density 
variations from the 0=B  profile28. The blue circle gives the radius of the outer edge ring, 
685≈Outr  nm, obtained from the Aharonov-Bohm period data for 1=Bf  and 2, shown in Fig. 6. 
The magenta circle gives the radius of the inner edge ring, 570≈Inr  nm for 5/2=f  from the 
data of Figs. 9 and 10(a). The ordinate of the magenta circle is obtained from the ratio of 
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densities 20.1)3/1/()5/2()(/)( ==OutIn rnrn , taking the same Outr  for 3/1=f  as above. The 
fact that the magenta circle is very close to the calculated )(rn  profile illustrates the 
reasonableness of the inner-outer ring edge assignment. The resulting width of the 3/1=f  ring, 
115≈− InOut rr  nm (15 magnetic lengths), is also reasonable for edge channel separation.
23,28 
 
Fig. 10 (Color online) Interference of the inner ring 3/e  Laughlin quasiparticles circling an 
island of the 5/2=f  FQH fluid. (a) Magnetic flux through the island period of eh /5=Φ∆  
corresponds to creation of ten 5/e  quasiparticles in the island (one fundamental flux quantum 
eh /  induces two quasiparticles in the 5/2=f  FQH fluid). Such “superperiod” of eh />Φ∆  
has never been reported before. (b) The backgate voltage period of eeQ 2)5/(10 ==∆  directly 
confirms that the 3/e  quasiparticle consecutive orbits around the island are quantized by the 
condition requiring incremental addition of ten 5/e  quasiparticles of the 5/2=f  fluid. These 
observations imply relative fractional statistics, when a charge 3/e , statistics 3/23/1 =Θ  
quasiparticle encircles one 5/e , 5/25/2 =Θ  quasiparticle of the 5/2=f  fluid. 
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 The ratio of the conductance oscillations periods is determined by the quantum Hall filling, 
independent of the edge ring area: fNNVB eBG /1// =∝∆∆ Φ , where ΦN  and eN  are the 
number of flux quanta and electrons, respectively, in the area of the encircled path. The fact that 
the ratios fall on a straight line forced through zero confirms the island filling as 5/2=f , see 
Figure 11. Note that island filling assignments of either 1/3 or 3/7 (the neighbors of 2/5 in the 
FQH sequence) are ruled out by the data of Fig. 11. The island 5/2=f  assignment of the data 
is further supported by three additional considerations. (i) We have observed similar integer and 
fractional Aharonov-Bohm data in another interferometer sample,29 with a larger lithographic 
radius 300,1≈R  nm. The ratio 4.6/ 15/2 ≈∆∆ BB  is consistent, upon the same depletion 
potential analysis, with the island filling assignment of 5/2=f ; the fact that the ratio is less 
than 7 rules out the 3/7 assignment. (ii) We do observe what we believe to be the oscillations 
when the center island filling is 7/3=f  at lower magnetic fields. The structure of these 
oscillations is not sufficiently simple to be reported and/or analyzed at this time. (iii) The island 
5/2=f  surrounded by an 3/1=f  ring is the most simple possible configuration, and involves 
the two strongest (largest gap) FQH fluids. It would be odd to observe a more subtle and weaker 
effect, and (despite numerous measurements under varying conditions) not to observe the 
simpler and stronger one. 
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Fig. 11 (Color online) The ratio of the conductance oscillations periods fVB BG /1/ ∝∆∆ , which 
is independent of the edge ring area, from the data shown in Figures 6, 7 and 10. The fact that the 
ratios fall on a straight line forced through (0,0) and the 1=f  point confirms the island filling 
5/2=f . The magenta crosses give the neighboring 7/3=f  and 3/1=f , which clearly do not 
fit the data. 
 
V. Fractional statistics of quasiparticles 
The striking feature of the conductance oscillations shown in Figure 10(a) is that the Aharonov-
Bohm period is five fundamental flux quanta: eh /5=Φ∆ ! To the best of our knowledge, such 
“superperiod” of eh />Φ∆  has never been reported before. The gauge invariance argument of 
the Byers-Yang theorem18 requiring eh /≤Φ∆  for the true Aharonov-Bohm geometry is not 
applicable in the present sample because the interior of the edge ring contains electrons.   
 Addition of magnetic flux eh /  through an area occupied by the 3/1=f  FQH fluid creates 
a vortex in the many electron wave function, that is, a charge 3/e  Laughlin quasihole.4,8 
Similarly, addition of flux eh /  to the 5/2=f  FQH fluid creates two vortices in the many 
electron wave function, that is, two charge 5/e  quasiholes.30,10 These theoretical predictions 
have been verified at a microscopic level in the quantum antidot experiments.6,13,14 Thus, 
addition of a flux eh /5=Φ∆  to the 5/2=f  island creates ten 5/e  quasiparticles with total 
charge eQ 2=∆ . It should be noted that addition of flux into the island does not affect the total 
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charge: excitation of quasiparticles out of a condensate leaves total electronic charge constant. 
For example, increasing magnetic field so that there is one more flux quantum through the island 
will excite two 5/e  quasiholes, and, at the same time, reduce the electronic (negative) charge of 
the exact filling condensate by precisely 5/2e , thus leaving the total island charge unaffected. 
 In contrast, a gate voltage does repel or attract 2D electrons. Here, magnetic field is fixed, so 
that the condensate charge is fixed too, and creation of quasiparticles does change the total 
charge of the island. The remote backgate produces relatively uniform electric field (compared to 
the field of the front gates). As demonstrated by the integer QH data of Fig. 7, a small variation 
of the backgate voltage can change the charge of the island, while leaving the island on the same 
QH plateau. In the fractional QH regime, the eQ 2=∆  charge periodicity, corresponding to 
creation of ten 5/e  quasiparticles, is directly confirmed by the backgate data in Figure 10(b). In 
contrast, the charge periodicity observed in quantum antidots corresponds to addition of one 
quasiparticle only, both for the 3/1=f  and 5/2=f  cases. The principal difference between the 
present interferometer and the quantum antidots is that while in quantum antidots the FQH fluid 
surrounds electron vacuum,17 in the present interferometer the 1/3 fluid surrounds an island of 
the 2/5 fluid.  
 If we neglect the symmetry properties of the FQH condensates, in the absence of a Coulomb 
blockade, there is no a priori requirement that the total charge of the FQH island be quantized in 
units of e , much less in units of e2 . The island charge could change in increments of one 
quasiparticle charge, any small (less than e ) charge imbalance supplied from the contacts. This 
is so because the island is a part of a larger electron system, the surrounding FQH fluid being 
connected by Ohmic contacts and wires to the rest of the world. As is well known, in an open 
system the chemical potential is fixed, not the number of particles. Ref. 20 considers an isolated 
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(channel + island) system, where the total number of electrons is fixed. Their model has an 
additional constraint, that no quasiparticles are created, thus leading to formation of a charged 
ring at the 1/3 – 2/5 boundary and large Coulomb energy. For example, for the tenth fringe from 
the exact filling, the ring net charge would be e20 , and the charging energy ~1,000 K for the 
ring radius of 600 nm. This energy should be compared to ~1 K needed to excite an 5/e  
quasiparticle.31,32 Thus, inhibition of quasiparticle creation is not energetically possible, and does 
not describe the FQH ground state in the island away from the exact filling. Inhibition of 
quasiparticle creation is an essential basis of their derivation, thus their results are not directly 
applicable to this experiment.  
 Therefore, the quantization periods of eh /5=Φ∆  and eQ 2=∆  must be imposed by the 
symmetry properties of the two FQH fluids. The current used to measure conductance is 
transported by the quasiparticles of the outside 1/3 fluid; thus, we must construe that the 
conductance oscillations periodicity of ten 5/e  quasiparticles results from the π2  periodicity of 
the Berry phase of a charge 3/eq =  Laughlin quasiparticle encircling ten 5/e  quasiparticles of 
the 5/2=f  fluid: 
  πππγ 2)10(2)5)(
3
(2 3/1 5/2 =Θ+=∆Θ+∆Φ=∆ e
heNq == .       (6) 
Solving Eq. (6) gives the relative statistics 15/13/1 5/2 −=Θ .   
 The elementary texts usually define exchange statistics of identical particles. The notion of 
relative statistics of non-identical anyons should not be surprising, though, specifically for 
Laughlin quasiparticles, since all elementary charged excitations of various FQH fluids 
fundamentally are collective excitations of strongly interacting 2D electrons. Wilczek has 
considered “mutual” fractional statistics of quasiparticles in a two-layer FQH system with 
unequal fillings;33 Su et al. have considered mutual exclusion statistics between quasielectrons 
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and quasiholes of the same FQH condensate.34 Ref. 20 derives statistics of quasiparticles of the 
channel FQH fluid only; their result given in Eq. (15) is equal (mod 2) to their Eq. (3), which is 
consistent with our Eq. (3) for 1=j . We are not aware of a theoretical work containing an 
explicit evaluation of 3/1 5/2Θ . 
 Thus, the microscopic mechanism leading to eh /5=Φ∆  and 15/13/1 5/2 −=Θ  is not fully 
understood at present. It may be tempting to explore the fact that 15/15/23/1 −=−=− BC ff  
happens to be equal to the experimental value of 3/1 5/2Θ ; likewise, 
15/115/23/215/23/1 =−+=−Θ+Θ . Such arithmetic is not transparent from the underlying 
physics. In particular, the charge of the elementary excitations of 5/2=f  is 5/e , not 5/2e . 
Indeed, Eqs. (3) and (5) require input of values of quasiparticle charge q  and quasiparticle 
degeneracy p , the two properties that characterize a particular simple FQH condensate; filling 
factor alone does not a priory provide all the necessary information. The arithmetic in Eq. (6) is 
different: assuming the experimental eh /5=Φ∆ , then 
15/12/)3/15/1(/)( 5/23/15/2
3/1
5/2 −=−=−=Θ pqq , where 25/2 =p  is the 5/e  quasiparticle 
degeneracy, cf. Eq. (3). The principal experimental results of eQ 2=∆  and eh /5=Φ∆  remain 
unexplained. In principle, Φ∆  can be evaluated theoretically either in numerical work, or by an 
analytical calculation similar to Ref. 8, using unprojected composite fermion wave functions. 
 It is quite evident that Eq. (6) can be satisfied neither by bosonic nor fermionic integer 3/1 5/2Θ  
statistics, therefore an exchange of charge between the island and the surrounding FQH fluid in 
increments of one quasiparticle charge, 5/eQ =∆ , is not possible even in the absence of 
Coulomb blockade. A naive argument that charge transfer between the island and the 
surrounding fluid may always proceed in increments of one electron charge, eQ =∆  does not 
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take into account the statistical phase contribution and is not in accord with the experiment. It is 
also easy to see that no physically meaningful singular gauge transformation would restore a 
eh /=Φ∆  flux periodicity in this system. The central experimental results obtained, that is, the 
oscillations periods of eh /5=Φ∆  and eQ 2=∆ , are robust and do not involve any adjustable-
parameter fitting to a theory. Thus we conclude that the experiment reported here provides a 
direct and unambiguous observation of fractional statistics of FQH quasiparticles. 
 
VI. Outlook: topological quantum computation 
We have realized a novel Laughlin quasiparticle interferometer where the wave function of 
quasiparticles encircling a FQH fluid island acquires a fractional statistical phase. This 
experiment opens a new regime in the many-body physics of interacting particles confined to 
move in two dimensions. The fractional statistics quasiparticles, the anyons, are of interest not 
only in a fundamental science, but yet may find a practical application in quantum information 
processing. Environment-induced decoherence and the unavoidable spread of qubit parameters 
present the two most significant obstacles to practical implementation of scalable solid-state 
quantum logic circuits.  Topological quantum computation with  abelian and non-abelian anyons 
has been suggested as a way of implementing intrinsically fault-tolerant quantum computation.35-
37 Intertwining of anyons with non-trivial exchange statistics induces unitary transformations of 
the system wave function that depend only on the topological order of the underlying FQH 
condensate.24 These transformations can be used to perform quantum logic, the topological 
nature of which is expected to make it more robust against environmental decoherence.  
 An experimentally feasible approach proposes adiabatic transport of FQH quasiparticles in 
systems of quantum antidots for implementation of the basic elements for anyonic quantum 
computation.38 The basic qubit consists of a quantum antidot “molecule” occupied by one 
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“extra” quasiparticle.39 In the experimentally realizable low temperature, low electromagnetic 
environment limit, modulation of front gates’ potentials can be used to attract quasiparticles one 
by one to an antidot. Here, computation employs a fractional Berry phase created by an adiabatic 
transfer of one quasiparticle around another in systems of quantum antidots to perform quantum 
logic. The key general question yet to be answered in the future work is: to what extent the 
topological nature of the statistical phase of quasiparticles helps to alleviate the decoherence in 
quantum computation? 
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